
SmartLogistics is an inventory control package 
developed to enable Barcode Data Collection and 
inventory management to warehousing and storage 
areas that do not have these capabilities today.  The 
software, when fully integrated into back end systems, 
allows error proofing of the Receiving and Picking of 
inventory items.  Suggested put-away locations based 
on current inventory locations for each part will keep 
your inventory areas organized.Written in the latest 
.NET architecture using an SQL database, the user is 
investing in a robust and scalable solution that is very 
affordable.

Smart Label Solutions  software suite 
is built with openness in mind. 

›  Multiple hardware vendors supported
›  Integrate with ERP, WMS and other back end business 
systems like Micrsoft Dynamics, Quickbooks, JDE and 
others

› .NET Architecture

Future-proof Your Investment with 
Open Systems 

Feature Benefit

ERP, WMS and Other Back End 
Systems Integration

Seamless communication with 
current systems

Browser Based Management 
Console

No additional Client fees

Receiving
Error proof receiving using 

purchase order data

Picking
Error proof picking process 
against sales order data 
Incorporating directed picking 

Reporting
Leverages Microsoft SQL 
reporting services

Inventory Moves
Track everyday inventory 
movements

Inventory & Cycle Counts
Periodically verify inventory 

accuracy efficiently

Location Labeling
Label your locations using your 

naming conventions

Inventory Item Labeling
Add barcode labels to inventory 
items as needed

.Net Architecture Open developement standards

Microsoft SQL Database platform
Industry standard and open 
database

Mobile Devices
Applications function at the 
point of use

Inventory Management Solution
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Built on the latest Microsoft Architecture 
The server module is an ASP.NET web application that 
controls all of the system functions. The server module utilizes open 
communications standards like SOAP, XML and HTTP which provides for 
easier integration and investment protection.

Architecture:
›  Microsoft .NET Platform
›  ASP .NET Web Application
›  SOAP, XML, HTTP

Smart Label Solutions:
›  Data Hosting Services
›  Custom Application Solutions
›  Barcode Data Collection Solutions
›  Service & Support

Web Based User Interface
Intuitive easy to navigate web screens allow you to easily locate and modify inventory information.

All system management is done through the web interface making it easy for any authorized user to access the 
system from anywhere on the network using just a browser, and eliminating the need for your company to purchase 
client licenses everywhere you need system management access.

 Mobile Client

	 •	Supports	any	Windows	Mobile	device	from	various	manufacturers

	 •	Receive,	pick,	move	and	cycle	count	inventory	from	the	mobile	computer

	 •	Connects	to	the	server	via	WIFI


